
Burnham Nationwide is the Industry Leader
Burnham Nationwide has over 25 years of experience helping clients obtain all the necessary permits and approvals for 

complex construction projects, and we operate in over 3,000 cities across the country. Our clients include Fortune 500 

companies as well as some of the leading development and architecture firms. At Burnham, our experienced project 

managers provide expert guidance and handle communication with all project stakeholders, including regulating entities, 

design teams, and construction firms.

Burnham is the Nation’s Premier Specialist in Multi-Site Expansion
Burnham Nationwide is the recognized name in facilitating permits and approvals for multi-site expansions across the 

country. Growing our operations along with the needs of our clients, Burnham has provided multi-site expansion services to 

major corporations for several decades. 
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Our proactive and systematic approach, developed 

through decades of experience, expedites the entire 

permit process.

Our in-house research team stays up-to-date on local 

jurisdiction code and permitting requirements across the 

country, and we help our clients design their construction 

schedule based on the specific municipality’s practices 

and expectations. 

Burnham archives and tracks all your documents in 

our secure, state-of-the-art database which allows 

us to file the required documents with municipal 

online portals anywhere in the nation. 

We enable all project team members to do their job better 

and are always available for communication on your 

project, whether it’s over the phone, email, or in person.   

We take ownership of your project whether a large-

scale rollout in a big city or a remodel in a small 

community.

We take charge of securing all the necessary approvals 

required for permit issuance to make sure your project 

stays on schedule and within your budget. 

The same highly skilled project manager works with 

you through the entire life of the project.

Our wide-ranging services include obtaining and updating 

operational documents, such as business licenses, alarm 

permits, and sign permits. 
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